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Introduction

Whether your are brand new to the practice of 
meditation, or are an experienced meditator, it’s 
easy to get stuck in a one-dimensional view of what 
it means to meditate. While the traditional butt-on-
cushion approaches are great, meditation should be 
seen as a form of art — something you continuously 
explore from as many perspectives as possible.

One great way to approach this exploration is a form 
of meditation called a yantra. It’s a great way to 
explore the art of meditation because it invites you to 
approach it from a completely different perspective — 
and because it involves, well, art.

In this short eBook, we’ll walk you through the history 
of yantra and how you can use it to either start your 
meditation practice or take it to new depths.

Let’s go!
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What is Yantra?

Originally created as a spiritual and meditation tool, 
the practice of yantra has existed since at least 3300 
BCE.

In Sanskrit, the word yantra literally means ‘machine’ 
or ‘instrument.’ Traditionally, they are painted designs 
that are both geometrical and symmetrical. They are 
said to represent the flow of energy within our bodies 
and through our organs – a perfect balance of the 
feminine and masculine. As such, they are the symbol 
of the divine power within you or, as in the traditional 
Sri Yantra, the visual representation of the primordial 
“om.”

Because of this, yogis consider the yantra to be the most 
potent geometric symbol of the divine, representing 
life force energy, good fortune, and enlightenment to 
those who view it. 

While the term yantra is used to describe the resulting 
painting, the true practice of yantra is not about 
“creating” anything, but the meditative process of 
exploration and expression of energy.
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The Traditional Yantra 

Creating a traditional Sri Yantra from scratch requires 
great precision as it is intended to be geometrically 
perfect.

As seen in this picture, the traditional design has 
four rectangular outer “gates” connected to an 
inner square. The outer rectangles open to the four 
directions: North, South, East, and West.

The inner square has lots of triangles representing the 
divine source, and a dot in the middle to focus the 
viewers’ mind. The dot (or “bindu”) is the singularity 
from which all reality comes, and it represents the 
beginning and evolution of the universe.
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The Energetic Quality The Energetic Quality 
of the Yantra of the Yantra 

Despite how complicated or spiritually-oriented this may all sound, the real Yogic point of a 
yantra project is not for you to become more spiritual or make an intricate piece of art. Rather, 
the point is for you to explore the energetic experience as you create your yantra.

While traditional yantra used the same design interpreted in different ways, you may actually 
use almost any design or medium as a yantra. It’s just about exploring your energy.

Energy is the one constant quality in life.

For example, if you are painting your yantra and you find you’re using one predominant color, 
take note of what it represents to you. How does that color make you feel? How does that 
color represent you emotionally?

Red, for example, might feel energetically passionate, hot or fiery. You may note that your 
choice of red is meaningful to you, representing some particularly intense feelings.

If you approach this process mindfully, you will find that the act of creating your yantra can teach 
you how to understand your energetic expressions, and that all of them, including creating a 
piece of art, are spiritually meaningful.
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The Beginner’s Mind

One of the most important aspects of the practice of yantra is to embrace what we call the beginner’s 
mind.

As this sounds, it means to try to approach the practice — each time you do it — as if you’ve never 
done it before, with an openness and childlike wonder. Still, that doesn’t mean that you need to 
start with a blank sheet if that seems overwhelming to you.

In this case, the geometric style of a traditional yantra might help. Just draw out the four gates 
coming from a square and put triangles inside the square and a dot in the middle, and voilà, you 
have started your yantra.

However, what’s important is that you pay attention to how you’re feeling as you go through 
that process. It’s okay to feel uncomfortable or frustrated — in fact, we’d argue that it is a great 
opportunity to lean in to this discomfort. This stickiness is a a sign that you are connecting to your 
beginner’s mind.

If you are a professional artist or perfectionist (we get it!), you may have trouble getting back into a 
beginner type of mindset. The key to overcoming this preconception is to remember that the goal 
isn’t to create art, but to pursue this practice with the beginner’s mind so as to enhance sensitivity 
and explore your emotions.

The point is that embracing the beginner’s mind may make you feel a bit uncomfortable. In fact, it 
should! And if it does, lean in to it.
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Your Yantra is Your 
Yantra 

As you go about this project, know that your 
yantra is your yantra. It can be whatever you 
want. It doesn’t need to be geometrically 
perfect. As we’ve discussed, it’s doesn’t even 
have to be a painting. It might be a sculpture, 
drawing, mosaic or whatever feels most 
appropriate to you.

The important part is to approach it mindfully 
and as a meditative practice. The medium 
and design doesn’t matter that much.

It’s also important to note that there’s 
nothing wrong with following the traditional 
yantra design — after all, that’s what yantra 
practitioners did for thousands of years! (If 
you’d like to take this approach, this link will 
provide a step-by-step guide.)

Whether you start from scratch and use some 
other medium or go the with the traditional 
patterns and paint, there are an infinite 
number of ways to do a yantra. It’s your yantra 
and your practice. So embrace it and make it 
your own.

https://www.scribd.com/doc/20231210/Making-Shri-Yantra-in-14-Steps
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Let’s go for it! 

Ok, now that you know the ins-and-outs of a yantra practice, it’s time to give it a shot!

When you sit down to make your yantra, take a few minutes in quiet meditation.

Note how your mind feels before you begin. What physical sensations are in your body, and do 
those sensations translate as emotions? As you sit, contemplate what those emotions may look like 
in colors, textures, or shapes.

When you open your eyes and are ready to begin, decide what medium you want to use. Grab 
whatever feels right. It could be plain paper, a canvas, a sheet, a shirt, or even a piece of cardboard. 
Decide if you want to use paint (in whatever palate resonates with you), colored pencils, glitter, or 
deliciously silky ribbon — or a combination of all of the above. What’s important is that you let what 
you’re feeling and the energy within you guide your choices.

Then, simply begin to explore without judgement.

Breathe, and continue to stay with the practice. Allow for the creation of this piece to be 
a Yogic experience. It’s not necessary to complete the piece in one setting, nor is it 

necessary to complete it in a particular way.

Much like the Yoga, creating this piece is not about striving to finish or arrive 
— it’s about creating, observing, and experiencing.
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About The MAPS Institute 
Laura and Charles Araujo founded The MAPS Institute as an 

educational platform and community of humans dedicated to ditching 
dogma and seeking clarity through science and research-based learning tools. 

We created The MAPS Institute not because we have some secret remedy or because 
we think that we have it all figured out. Rather, we created this community because we 

believe that everyone deserves accessible and approachable ways to education themselves 
and make sustainable change in their lives.

We have found that when we actively foster the balance of mindfulness, activation, purpose, and 
surrender (MAPS) within our life practices, everything comes together to be more effective at 
work, have deeper and more fulfilling relationships, and live a more meaningful, human life.

And that is what we want to share with you.

https://TheMAPSInstitute.com

